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Abstract
In the face of the increasing complexity (multidimensionality) of the transforming Russian society and the emerging pluralism of socio-political interests, a growing need in civil society for strengthening the functional capacity of the institute for advocacy and promoting public interest in the public sphere was shown. The modality of this request is enhanced by the crisis conditions of economic development. With the dominance of administrative-bureaucratic approaches to public policy there is a falsification of feedback and a dysfunction of the public sphere in the direction of strengthening the influence of corporate and bureaucratic interests against the public interest, which inevitably leads to increased social tension and protest moods, as well as to a declining level of confidence in state activities and the legitimacy of political power. The subject of this research are successful practices in identifying and advocating the public interest. Among them: the administrative guillotine, associated with the reduction of terms for rendering state and municipal services to entrepreneurs in the Perm region; the preservation of the status and location of the Children’s cancer hospital in St. Petersburg; protection of relict lake Harovoye in Kazan; defending the rights of citizens to common house property in Kostroma. The main questions arising while studying the above practices are: who and how articulates the public interest?; what is the role and influence of civil society institutions on regional policy formation?; And, how and in what way are concerned citizens becoming “actors” of public policy, etc? The case study approach was selected as a basic method for this project. The method of content analysis of available publications was applied in all of the selected cases. Descriptions of cases were made on a unified format. In-depth interviews and focus groups were used for clarifying details. It is shown that the development of institutions for public participation, and mechanisms for cross-sectoral social partnership contribute to streamlining interaction between authorities...
and society. In the conditions of incompleteness of processes for socio-political transformation these approaches also enhance the effectiveness of the social representation of public interests and stimulate the reform of public administration in the direction towards openness and transparency, that help to more adequately take into account the increasing mobility and pluralism of social groups and their socio-cultural preferences. This article summarizes the results of case studies in three Russian regions (Kostroma and Yaroslavl oblasts plus the Republic of Tatarstan). The main conclusion is that in improving the functional capacity of the institute for identification, formation and advocacy of public interests can be reached through enhancing the procedures for citizen engagement in decision making processes, and considering it as an important resource and the basis for improving the quality of modern governance and democracy.
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**Introduction: New Challenges for Public Administration**

The problem of the identification, formation, evaluation, and advocacy of public interests is one of the poorly explored issues of the social development of Russia and simultaneously it is a challenge facing the state structures and civil society. It is obvious that with increasing differentiation in the structure of society, increasing environmental, geopolitical, demographic and other risks, many functions of the modern state are complicated and face the challenges of a more subtle and adequate reflection of the system’s diverse interests and the needs of society. Any huge and extensive state apparatus is unable to cope with this problem. There is a growing need for the active engagement of society in the processes of public policy formation (Rhodes, 2003; Hoppe, 2009; Hoffs, 2009). The concept of public policy research draws attention to the nature, process procedure development and implementation of programs for the activities of the authorities at different levels. In general, under public policy (hereinafter PP) one can recognize the programs and priorities of the authorities, as well as the mechanisms and technologies of their implementation, designed on the basis of the expectations of different social groups.

Today in Russia, the field of PP is rapidly expanding. Within this field the “agenda” is formed and the monitoring for programs implementation is realized. (Kaufmann, 2010). The structure of public policy is ever complicated. It consists of macroeconomic policy, social policy, communication and information, cultural-symbolic, ethno-national, environmental policy, security policy, etc. The process of implementing public interests and producing public goods becomes a central pairing differentiated infrastructure of the public sphere. Thus, transformation processes in the public sphere lead to an increased role in the PP formulation and implementation of both state structures and civil associations, which undoubtedly changes the system of their relations towards greater cooperation.

Two qualitatively different systems of social interest representation – electoral-party and functional – have developed within society (Almond, Powell, 1995; Fabiani, 1990). But the role of these systems within public policy is unequal. The system
of electoral representation is dominant in Russia. In its turn, the system of functional representation in the process of the socio-political interaction of society and power plays an auxiliary role. However, over recent decades society has become significantly complicated due to the expanding diversity of social interests, of which not all could find its place in the system of party and electoral representation.

The erosion of old social cleavages (especially class) occurred, which again led to a crisis in the system of representative democracy institutions. The system of political administration became substantially complicated and thus demanded more intense socio-political interaction with society (Janda, Kwak, 2011). In other words, all of the above changes required a transition to the direct (not mediated by political parties and elections) format of interaction between the state and public associations, which determined the increasing importance of the system of the functional representation of interests in contemporary societies. All of this raised a very relevant question about the nature of the models of interaction between the state and the so-called “interest groups” (Blondel, 1995; Dzhordan, 1997). The pluralist model considers the political process as the pressure from various interest groups on the authorities and the redistribution, respectively, of power in society. In this case a policy is an authoritative allocation of scarce government resources under pressure from interest groups, which are active factors of the political process, while the state represented by the government as a whole performs the function of a passive response to interest groups. A pluralistic approach does not allow us to explore politics as a system of interconnected relations between the state and society in which the state is not just an agent responding to the call of pressure groups, but an active participant in cooperation (Alekseeva, 2001; Fraenkel, 1991). An analytical model of corporatism in its own way solves the problem of the relationship between public interest and government agencies. In contrast to pluralism, corporatism views the state as a key element in the relations between interest groups and politics (Schmitter, Grote, 1997). In accordance with this concept, a limited number of compulsory, non-competing, hierarchically ordered and functionally distinct entities are valid in policy approved or licensed by the state and seek a monopoly on representation in the relevant field. As a rule, corporatist literature includes consideration of the most influential groups – business and labor, and in this sense, it leaves in the shadow many other participants in the political process today which oppose corporatism and build their own relationships with the state, not through a hierarchical relationship. The network approach to policy and governance is developing its research strategy on the basis of a new relationship between the state and society, and between the public and private spheres of social life. The common credo of the policy networks theory is that in contrast to pluralism and corporatism, it is able to “catch” the complexity and fluidity of the contemporary process of political decision-making and policy formulation (Rhodes, 1997). The theory of networks modifies the understanding of power centered policy towards a policy of mutual responsibility and obligations. Thus, the network approach, by emphasizing the increasing significance of the “horizontal lines” in social development, indicates the limitations of hierarchically organized political administration, as opposed to the concept of governance, in which the intensity of relations between the state and society are considered to be bases for an increase in the efficiency of public administration, on the one
hand, and democracy on the other. The philosophy of this approach was influenced by communitaristic criticism of liberalism and the liberal state (Smorgunov, 2014). In Western thought, this structural shift in the system of criteria for degree of openness and governance quality have led to a transition from the paradigm of “New Public Management” (NPM) to Public Value Management (PVM), when the autonomy of the state is relative and it is limited by the structures of social power. The PVM concept goes beyond the economic approach to public administration and introduces a number of imperatives that describe relations between the state and society in a different way (O’Flynn, 2007). The concept of “co-management” (governance) and good governance (effective management) were first presented to the world community in 1997 in the documents of the United Nations (Report on Human Development 1997). The implementation of the concept of good governance depends on a well-developed and stable institutional and political environment in the state. The institutional environment must provide the ability to accumulate the opinions of numerous political and public actors to facilitate the exchange of opinions, seeking consensus when making political, economic, social and other decisions, with the support of the public.

This stimulated the development of a new concept of governance for the twenty-first century, providing for the wide access of citizens and businesses to governmental information, primarily in the areas of education, health and social security, employment, tax, licensing and the conduct of business, public procurement and government contracting, and international trading operations. The concept also envisaged providing citizens with new channels of communication that allow them to participate in the development of rules that define the relationship between government and citizens, and to exercise permanent control over how these rules are enforced (Manning, Parison, 2003).

Research Methodology

The subject of our research is successful practices in development together with the advocacy of public interest. In the course of the project we carried out in 2012–2014, we identified and, according to the common format, described about 20 very effective practices for the advocacy of public interests from different regions of the country (Praktiki formirovanija..., 2014). Among these: the administrative guillotine, associated with the reduction of the terms of rendering state and municipal services to entrepreneurs in the Perm region; preservation of the status and location of the Children’s Cancer Hospital in St. Petersburg; protection of the relict lake Harovoye in Kazan; and advocacy of the rights of citizens to common house property in Kostroma. The main goals and objectives of the analysis are: who articulate public interest, and how?; what is the role and influence of civil society institutions in the formation of regional policy in relation to problem situations – both from concerned citizens and from issues “subject to” public policy, lobbying the interests of the public?; what is the role and possibility of different venues?; and, what tools defend the public interest effectively and how well are citizens and public bodies able to apply them? The case study approach was chosen as the basic method. One case for detailed study was selected in each region.
(Opportunities and barriers..., 2014). In the Republic of Tatarstan it was the conflict of the protracted confrontation between the residents of the houses around Lake Harovoye in Kazan plus environmentalists against the Tanarstan Ministry of Land Property which has tried to destroy this unique pond by using this territory for new urban development. In Kostroma we studied the case associated with common house property (CHP) at the level of urban and rural municipal formations. Since the mid-1990s, the practice has arisen whereby the CHP of the owners of apartment houses (cellars, lift wells, other premises, etc.) were alienated to third parties. Particular damage to the house and its inhabitants was caused by the selling of technical basements and attics to third parties. Under the Housing Code, the ability of citizens to self-manage their housing could not be realized in the absence of possession of the subject management of the common property of the house. In Yaroslavl we studied the case associated with the engagement of representatives of the NGO community in work regarding the independent evaluation of the quality of social services, delivered by both state and municipal institutions in the region. In each of these case studies, the content analysis of publications method was applied. A description of the case studies was implemented on an unified format. In-depth interviews and focus groups were used as basic instruments. In each region the government officials, staff of NGOs and public associations, mass media representatives, businessmen, academics and civil society activists were interviewed as respondents (from 35 to 40 persons).

Civil Society’s Request for Efficient Institutions Enabling Public Interaction with the State

Russian practices and the format of the publicity of its interaction with civil society are still far from meaningful, or high managerial requirements of Good governance. Nevertheless, the events of administrative reform related to the formation and introduction of the standard of openness to the activities of federal bodies of executive power (Standart..., 2014), implementing a new request for communication openness, including network communities, in new ways highlighted the significance of the study of the phenomenon of the publicity of public administration. The request for well-functioning institutions of public interaction is increasingly focused on by civil society. In our studies, we relied on the analysis of Russian practices in the functional representation of interests, taking into account non-hierarchical social structures based on the priority of public values. In order to compare the efficiency of different institutions of public policy, we have proposed a new criterion – the functional capacity of public policy institutions

\[\text{The Essence of the functional capacity indicator for the PP Institute means the proportion of respondents who put a particular PP Institute in a 10-point scale scores from 6 to 10 points, inclusive, to the total number of respondents evaluating this PP Institute. We recall that in the study of the status of PP in the regions, we interviewed representatives of the three groups of respondents (based on the target sample) – state and municipal servants, representatives of small and medium-sized businesses and NGOs. Each of them were asked to rate on a 10-point scale the effectiveness of PP Institutes or mechanisms and the effectiveness of key players and actors in PP.}\]
pacity of the PP institutions for a number of areas based on data received in surveys in 2012 and 2013 in many regions (Nikovskaya, Yakimets, 2013). Among about 20 PP institutions and mechanisms the following were found to be of low functional capacity: mechanisms of anti-corruption, regional healthcare system, mechanisms of public control over the activity of authorities, and mechanisms for the identification and advocacy of public interests.

Not all PP institutions and mechanisms with low functional capacities can be improved at the federal level. It is the representatives of the regions who will have to decide what needs to be improved first. To ensure the sustainability of social development, an important principle of “horizontal integration” in institutional reform has to be applied. This suggests that the transformation of institutions from the public sphere is not isolated from socio-political actors, but rather it is in close cooperation with the advocacy and promotion of the interests and expectations of the main agents of public fields in the region, who are interested in the effective functioning of the PP institutions.

The principle of publicity has made democratic control over state activities possible. Under the conditions of forming an anti-crisis strategy of development, particularly important is the institution of feedback, which allows the authorities to catch trends in the development of social processes, to make corrections to management decisions, to channel the accumulated social tension, and forces the population to trust in the capacity of representation of their interests, and the right and opportunity to influence the adoption of socially important decisions.

Thus, the problem of studying approaches to the advocacy of public interests was actualized. The need for such a study in Russia is determined by the polarity of the authorities’ actions. On the one hand, a package of laws was adopted, which have positive norms and regulations: a program of NGO support, the introduction of the business Ombudsman institute and the spread of the Ombudsman institution to every Russian Federation region, the simplification of the rules of registration for political parties and social movements, partial change of the election legislation, the introduction of governors elections, the redistribution of financial powers between the state and the municipalities, and a system of independent quality assessment of social services. On the other hand, there are actions of a disturbing character: the introduction of the “foreign agent” concept for NGOs, partially financed from abroad (which is dependent on the participation of the NGOs in political activities, however criteria for evaluating such an feature is not clearly described) (Zakonodatel'stvo..., 2014), the tightening regulation on rallies (Ob uzhestochenii..., 2017), a return to the “diffamation norm” in the criminal code (Kleveta i lozhnoe obvinenie, 2012), and a toughening of control over Internet activity (Trojnoj udar..., 2016), etc.

The Status of Institutes Generating and Promoting Public Interest in a Regional Dimension

The problem of identifying and advocating public interest, in respect of which our research has shown a significant imbalance (Nikovskaya, Yakimets, 2014), is closely connected with the most important function of the public sphere,
in which the interaction of civil society and the state allows for the establishment – through public discourse – of public interest. In this process all three components – the quality of the development of civil society, the quality of public administration focused on dialogue with society and which considers it as the most important resource of social development and an important factor in the adoption of socially important decisions, and the state of the public sphere itself (transparency and accessibility for the variety of private, particularistic interests) are important.

In summarizing materials of the qualitative research conducted in summer-autumn 2013 with the participation of 35–40 experts from three regions (Yaroslavl and Kostroma regions and the Republic of Tatarstan) about the interaction between civil society (represented by social NGOs) and regional authorities in solving problems related to identification and advocacy, we can distinguish some peculiarities of this process.

It is well known that public interest is not a mechanical sum of private and group interests. It is born at the intersection of the joint requests and expectations coming from “below”, from society, and decisions on the promises coming from above, from the political and state bodies. These signals occur in the public sphere and, through dialogue, mutual reflection, and active discussion, are much sought after points of agreement, conjugation and solidarity for the formulation of common goals and priorities, forming the basis of public interest.

The ability of civil society to have such an interaction with the government and to understand the public good and interest, some researchers have called it citizenship, or a civil culture of interaction with the state. The main difference with civil associations is that they serve a public purpose, working towards the public good. The role and quality of public sphere development is very important in shaping and advancing the public interest.

The public sphere appears, on the one hand, as a forum for the collective search for citizen’s common goals and the means to achieve them, and on the other hand, as a field of practical realizations of these goals in a system of relations and institutions that form the public sector of society and the state. The key features of the interaction between government and society are dealing with shaping public policy and expressing public (social) interest.

The articulation of the main clusters of society’s interests in the public space are a means to and a prerequisite of a societal identity which defines the essence and main thrust of the state’s public policy. Of concern to the society interests should be discussed, understood, in order to the authorities, and the public itself were able to notice them and appreciate their significance. Then on the agenda of public policy is to identify the issues that really concern the public, as well as to determine their priorities and sequence of their decisions. Practically representatives of all three regions noted that the institutional framework of interaction in the public space in general has developed thus integrative institutions of public interaction were created: there are relevant departments on public relations within the administrations of regions, and public chambers in the regions are functioning. Regional Civil forums have some impact, but... “in order for the channels of feedback between society and government to work effectively, the necessary steps on both sides are needed. The relevant authorities need to communicate ef-
fectively with their target audience. The government must be ready for dialogue not only “on paper” but in reality,” (interview, Yaroslavl). Almost all of the participants of the expert community evaluated the Court of General Jurisdiction as the most cumbersome and inefficient tool in protecting the public interest: “Usually officials dispatch owners of a common house property to the court. But it is a very unproductive problem solving technique, wasteful of time and money with unpredictable results. The court often keep themselves in a pro-government position” (focus group, Kostroma). Regional media plays weak role in shaping public opinion and, consequently, in attracting an audience for reflection and crystallization of the public interest: “the Regional media provide an opportunity for the public to speak or present their point of view only along with the governmental view” (interview, Kostroma).

The Yaroslavl community members clearly indicated that the media are not instruments for forming and conducting real public opinion in the region: “on the one hand, the media are dependent, being financed and therefore they give a unilateral interpretation of the situation. On the other, this is corrected by the Internet. If the information on TV, radio or in newspapers gives filtered news then discussions in social networks and electronic publications can reveal the true picture”. In a problem situation, the role of the media is supplemented with online resources, created by the authorities or specifically for the solution of the problem: in Yaroslavl the portal “people's government” is actively working, in Kostroma – through its Internet site (tsgdom.ru.kos), Internet reception rooms, and Internet forums.

But not all interested respondents and proactive citizens involved in the discussion and solution of problematic situations have access to them. It appears that individuals are more inclined to personal channels of communication with the authorities, including the informal ones, which demonstrated the high importance of direct access to those officials who directly take executive and administrative decisions. As a rule, online communities use a signalling function to inform the authorities about the significance of the problem and to mobilize their supporters.

The qualitative surveys in all three regions have shown that particularly in demand nowadays is the role of civic education: “in recent years, the city Administration (since March 2014), under pressure from the public began to hold training seminars (Kostroma city Council Housing managers, etc.)” (focus group, Kostroma). This indicates the perceived importance of a certain competence on the part of civil society in cooperation with the authorities. It turned out that not only the necessary skills of a qualified expert and analytical activities that allow you to systematically see the problem, but it also requires narrow expertise which is aimed at addressing the narrow subject areas of public life. Not all organizations are ready for such systematic and meaningful interaction. The dependent position of public associations and the inability to be engaged in constructive interaction with representatives of the civil service is retained. Thus, representatives of the Kostroma public organizations pointed out the lack of business negotiations skills of business negotiations in the owners of common house properties and their representative social organizations, and the lack of tolerance and professional knowledge in the field of law and regulations.
Experts of all three regions noted that when solving problems for the advocacy of public interests, the crucial role remains with the state and its bodies. The line on the dominance of state bureaucracy in the public sphere is applied to all structures of society. In relations with civil society organizations and the business community, the authorities give priority to the strengthening of the state. These organizations and associations are seen as “transmission belts” forming a vertical total system of governance controlled from one center. While the Yaroslavl experts noted that the current state of the public administration system does not give an effective framework to generate a long-term strategy of constructive engagement: “Officials are working under contract and they have no incentive to think in a long-term way. NGOs also have limited resources to make long-term plans.”

The Kostroma public noted elements of distrust and bureaucratic processing in the activities of the administrative structures, the prevalence of corporate and commercial interests over public ones: “the administration always has the potential to hide something and “to sell” something or other premises of trading.” In the Tatarstan case dealing with the protection of the lake of Harovoye, the solution was completely dependent on the decisions of the top executive – the President of Tatarstanm, Minnikhanov R.N.

The Challenge of Constructive Interaction between State Power and Civil Society on the Basis of a Balance of Interests

Failures and institutional gaps in the interaction of government and civil society as well as a lack of skills for such interaction significantly block the process of identification and advocacy of the public interest, because this process is mutual. Representatives of government and civil society need to learn how to build symmetric bilateral ties, based on the balance of interests. The basis of this process is the art of dialogue, establishing effective communications in order to identify areas of overlapping interests and to create conditions for their approval. These technologies represent a way to achieve the goals in which the subject and object of management exist not as opposite, sometimes antagonistic substances, but as interrelated actors of public relations interested in each other and finding “points for the coordination of interests” as an internal imperative of its existence and success (Communication, 2011). “The authorities need to not be lazy and to listen to public initiatives and avoid the formal approach to the citizens and public organizations. In turn, NGOs should understand that they are designed to help the executive bodies, and get rid of the principle that “they should do everything” (focus group, Yaroslavl). The ability of the public to influence the executive bodies is expanding, activists are increasing their resources (social trust, political resonance, mobilizing a wide range of supporters including politicians). Changes occur not only in the circle of civil society, but also within the structures of government, which has to get involved in public relations with citizens.

However, the public practices of cooperation between the NGO community and authorities related to advocacy and promotion of the public interest are facing administrative resistance. It appear that there are a number of factors behind this. First, the discrepancy between standards in the administrative activities of highly
formalized management structures, on the one hand, and much more “free” formats which manifests in the social activity of citizens, in the other hand. The “inconvenience” of interacting with the public often forms the management view that the activities of civil society activists are often a risk for the administrative system. Authorities prefer to abandon the dialogue or settle for the flushing of public initiatives in bureaucratic delays, rather than change their administrative procedures. But what is significant is that where authorities are trying to strictly control the scope of civil initiatives, we have negative consequences – the refusal of residents in different forms of public participation and the recognition of inefficient, low levels of trust and support explodes in confrontation and protest. Successful collaboration occurs where developed civil society institutions are able to persuade the government of the validity and realism of their “agenda”, or where the Governor or the mayor is focused on cooperation with civil society institutions.

Overall, our studies of PP in 2010–2014 confirmed that the administrative powers of authority still considerably dominate the public sphere. A complex web of contradictory trends occurring at the interface point between claims for strengthening the regulatory role of the state and increased requests for a “more mature” society having civic participation on an equal footing with it. The young and better-educated people and the residents of large cities and regional cities experience growing need for more active attitude to the social fabric of their lives. Promising areas of civic participation in the eyes of the people today are health, education, active ageing, the adaptation of socially vulnerable groups of the population etc, that is, almost the entire social sphere of society. Many experts have highlighted spheres beyond private interests: environmental protection, human rights, charity. Moreover, it includes forms of such participation which can be described as socio-civic: a key aspect of the modern democratic “agenda” of activists becomes a question of structuring civil society in such a way that it could influence the government on an equal footing to interact with it. The creation of a truly democratic order cannot simply be a result of the “living creativity of the masses from below” and involves various forms of public-state partnerships (Rossijskoe obshhestvo, 2015). Thus, we see how gradually a network model of promotion and representation of interests is formed. But its development depends on a more balanced presence of the hierarchical principle: the state, important as it is, should not be the only actor forming the “agenda,” and the adoption of socially important decisions.

A Stronger Request for Transparency in Public Administration and a System for the Representation of Social Interests in the Context of a Network Society

In summarizing, we can say that the modern democratic state, includes those that have recently, objectively sought to build partnerships with civil society, realizing that reliance on civil society is a powerful “root system”, giving strength and stability to the political system. However, the search for the optimum in this interaction today is very simple. Socio-cultural changes of the postmodern society
characterized by “refinement” of the social fabric, increase the fragility of social ties and their “virtualization”.

A changing society in the political context of the early twenty-first century generates a request to expand the access of citizens and organizations of civil society to the decision-making process, increasing the transparency of government and its responsibility for its activities to society (Dalton, Scarrow, 2003). A special role is played by the system of representation of social interests in the framework of the increasing publicity of public administration that allows one to maintain a balance in the relationship between state and public associations, protecting it from the threat of “stalling” in a destructive direction. It is known that the development of mechanisms for public participation, institutions, PP, and mechanisms of intersectoral social partnership contribute to the streamlining and efficiency of interacting authorities and society and has a positive impact on improving public administration. That is a significant shift in the environment of civil society when there is a tendency towards the redistribution of the center of gravity of civic engagement from political parties towards non-political public associations, forced to gradually reform the state in the direction of broadening the scope of its openness to society and its needs.

And the role of the “driver” of this transformation of public administration undertook a cross-sector partnership – as a special modern social technology, connecting the search for the balance of interests between business, non-profit community and government on the basis of the identification of “areas of agreement”, and compromise in conditions of pluralism and divergent private groups, and administrative interests. Technologies of the cross-sectoral social partnership, in the diversity of its manifestations, are taught to move from the particular or narrow corporate interests in the direction of uncover the underpinnings of public goods and common interests. This requires, in turn, the full development of the public sphere and its important elements as an institution forming and advocating the public interest, which can work only in the presence of feedback channels between the authorities and civil society. In this capacity, many of the public association “third sector” have a special request about the quality of public administration. It should be competent, ensuring the fulfillment of basic functions of government and society, providing essential public good, uncorrupted, transparent, responsible and with constant feedback from society. There should be respect for the rule of law, protection of the rights and freedoms of citizens, including property rights, and the free development of every citizen and group of citizens should be ensured. Such a state, in addition to its other basic functions, can act as a mediator and manager in the resolution of conflicts arising from the diversity of interests. It is important that the public authorities have developed a social mechanism of state control allowing one to control the consideration and use of civil society initiatives. Firstly, this will allow one to avoid the loss of potentially effective public proposals and civic initiatives. “Pearl grain” should not disappear in bureaucratic millstones. It will also enhance the performance of a new social contract through the use of the capacity of civil society organizations. Secondly, it will convince many in civil society that their efforts are not in vain and that they demanded the reform of the system of interaction between authorities and entities. In addition, capa-
city development for civic engagement self–government support. In this respect, the Federal government is the beginning of an institutional movement to shape public request in January 2014, the concept of openness of the Federal Executive authorities was approved. The concept and its methodological recommendations constitute the so-called standard of openness of the Federal Executive authorities (Standart…, 2014). It is aimed at improving the efficiency and effectiveness of the measures for improving the system of public administration, defined by decrees of the President of Russia from May 7, 2012 and the basic directions of activity of the Russian Government for the period up to 2018. Documents include: the continued implementation of “electronic government”; the organization of broad, multi-channel access to public resources; building a feedback system within civil society; the introduction of a system of internal and external evaluations of the Federal Executive authorities affecting subsequent financial, staffing and other decisions; simplification of the process of public rulemaking, a reflection of socially significant results, the achievement of which directed the work of ministries and departments; communicating the work of the Federal authorities to citizens in an understandable format. In decree No. 601 “On the main directions of improvement of the state administration” of May 7, 2012 Russian President Putin outlined a “road map” for the development of public-state governance (Yakimets, 2015) by declaring innovations and the timing of their implementation.

The challenge of “publicity” in a networked society claimed a new type of civic competence – professionalism, with the ability to negotiate “on the merits”, without the intervention of external mediators. The process of preparation and decision-making became particularly sensitive to the requirements of the procedure. There has been a noticeable increase in the number of participants. An attempt to establish a connection with the real interests and sentiments of various interest groups with public priorities began to be viewed in the decision making process. But this twist is very fragile and is still quite controversial. By opening new opportunities for civil society, it also creates new problems. First, new requirements are imposed on participants. In order to successfully operate in the mode of consultations, civil society representatives need to increase their competence in matters of public policy and protect their socio-political autonomy and the right to equal participation in making socially important decisions. In the field of competence, the administrative authorities possess a “natural monopoly”. This dominates not only the executive and administrative power and political influence, but also as the monopoly of professional competence. Experience related to the contradictory process in the formation of independent systems for the quality assessment of social services in the regions confirms this. It is clear that the request for quality of social services to the population, protected from corruption, is an expression of the public interest, but it needs systematic implementation: legal, methodological, expert, organizational, etc., and representatives of civil society organizations here are put in a difficult situation. Secondly, the consultation runs the risk of increasing bureaucratic corporatism.

A traditional bureaucracy is not ready for equal dialogue with partners who are trying to enter the circle of public consultation. The formation of the state regional policy is continued to be as a part of bureaucracy prerogatives. The par-
Participation of citizens was perceived as an attack on the sovereign territory of the Executive. Many community organizations and structures, not having reliable channels for the representation of interests and political connections, are outside the scope of “paradigms of harmonization”, which has more functions in the spirit of bureaucratic-elitist corporatism. New challenges of social development, generated by the increasing complexity of the socio-political transformation, are creating an increased demand for a more effective functioning of the public institutes of public administration.

In the current environment, we observe a contradictory situation for the development of the PP institutions, and in particular, the institute of advocacy and promotion of the public interest. The findings of our study have problematized the overall context of this situation – how to make an effective system of the social representation of public interests under the conditions of the incompleteness of the transformation process, how to adapt the administrative machinery of the state to significant shifts in civil society to be able to more adequately take into account the increasing mobility and pluralism of social groups and their socio-cultural and national preferences. But on the other hand, civil society itself wondering how it is ready for systematic and painstaking work in cooperation with state bodies, whether the necessary level of civil competence to provide independent expert assessment and public control over the activities of authorities. These properties make civil society an independent and strong player in collaboration with the state bureaucracy, which allows to advocate the public interest and to ensure the sustainable development of society.
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